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An Iterative Global Pressure Solution for the Semi-Analytical Simulation of 

Geological Carbon Sequestration  

Domenico Baù, Brent M. Cody  and Ana González-Nicolás 

 

Abstract  Successful large-scale implementation of geological CO2 sequestration (GCS) will require the preliminary 

assessment of multiple potential injection sites.  Risk assessment and optimization tools used in this effort typically 

require large numbers of simulations.  This makes it important to choose the appropriate level of complexity when 

selecting the type of simulation model.  A promising multiphase semi-analytical method proposed by [40] to estimate 

key system attributes (i.e. pressure distribution, CO2 plume extent, and fluid migration) has been found to reduce 

computational run times by three orders of magnitude when compared to other standard numerical techniques.  The 

premise of the work presented herein is that the existing semi-analytically leakage algorithm proposed by [40] may be 

further improved in computational efficiency by applying a fixed point type iterative global pressure solution to 

eliminate the need to solve large sets of linear equations at each time step.  Results show that significant gains in 

computational efficiency are obtained with this new methodology.  In addition, this modification provides the same 

enhancement to similar semi-analytical algorithms that simulate singe-phase injection into multi-layer domains. 

 

Keywords: Semi-Analytical Modeling; Iterative Methods; Geological Carbon Sequestration; Injection Site Assessment 

 

1 Introduction 

Geological CO2 sequestration (GCS) has the potential to greatly reduce greenhouse gas loading to the 

atmosphere while cleaner, more sustainable energy solutions are developed.  However, displaced brine or 

sequestered CO2 may intrude into and adversely affect shallow groundwater resources.  Brine leakage would 

increase aquifer salinity, while CO2 intrusion may cause secondary effects, such as the mobilization of 

hazardous inorganic constituents present in aquifer minerals and changes in pH values. These risks must be 

fully understood and minimized before project implementation. 
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It is thus often beneficial to use faster, though less accurate, leakage estimation models to perform the large 

quantities of model simulations required for preliminary GCS planning, site selection, optimization, and 

sensitivity analysis.  In addition, inherent subsurface uncertainties often necessitate the need for stochastic 

methods, further increasing the quantity of simulations needed.  The direct use of other multi-phase multi-

layer numerical methods in the initial planning stage is typically prohibited by both the high computational 

cost per simulation and the significant effort involved in building and calibrating a custom model for each 

potential injection site.  In response to these obstacles, analytical and semi-analytical methods have been 

developed which greatly reduce simulation complexity and computational run times. 

 

Several attempts have been made to analytically quantify the hydraulic communication between aquifers 

separated by leaky aquitard layers [19,20,21,30].  In addition, several other authors have presented analytical 

or semi-analytical solutions used to estimate subsurface pressure distributions and fluid flux across layer 

boundaries resulting from leaky wells [24,25].  For example, [29] introduced fluid and matrix 

compressibility to the similarity solutions governing single-well CO2 injection presented in [33], while [43] 

presented a single-phase semi-analytical solution for large scale injection-induced pressure perturbation and 

leakage in a laterally bounded aquifer-aquitard system.  Also, a semi-analytical model estimating multi-phase 

fluid flux through a single caprock perforation was developed by [27] to determine optimal injection 

intervals based upon trapping effects for secure CO2 storage in saline aquifers and [5,9,10] presented and 

applied a single-phase semi-analytical model for both forced and diffuse leakage in a multi-layer system.  

Finally, [4] combined solutions presented by [21], [38], and [42] to create a semi-analytical solution for 

approximating the area of potential impact from a single CO2 injection well.   

 

However, while other semi-analytical algorithms provide insight regarding specific processes (e.g. diffuse 

leakage[10]), this work focuses upon the multi-phase subsurface flow model proposed by [40] and further 
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developed by [7] because it is the only semi-analytical model able to simulate multi-phase flow in domains 

having multiple injection wells and multiple aquifer and aquitard (i.e. caprock) layers. 

 

An analytical algorithm was developed by [38] for estimating the pressure distribution and leakage for 

single-phase injection (e.g. injection of brine into a brine filled domain of aquifer) into a domain having 

multiple passive wells and multiple aquifer-aquitard layers.  This algorithm creates a set of linear equations 

describing the pressure distribution throughout the domain by superimposing pressure changes caused by 

each source or sink in each aquifer.  The general algorithm presented in [38] in conjunction with the 

development of a multiphase pressure response function [33,34,35,38] has led to a semi-analytical CO2 

leakage algorithm, presented in [40] and expounded upon in [7] and [36], which estimates both brine and 

CO2 flux across confining layers resulting from the injection of CO2.  While there are multiple pathways for 

the leakage of sequestered CO2 from subsurface storage reservoirs (e.g. geological discontinuities, caprock 

permeability, etc.), [40] assumes that hydrocarbon exploration and production boreholes created preferential 

flow paths in the domain [2,3,12,14,18,28,32].  This assumption appears reasonable as the existing caprock 

had successfully held the recently produced hydrocarbons for many millennia prior to production [37]. 

 

Stochastic techniques for preliminary GCS site assessment (e.g. injection scheme optimization, risk analysis, 

and sensitivity analysis, etc.) require large numbers of simulations.  Therefore, it is important to be 

continually developing the efficiency of simulation tools.  Herein, a fixed point type iterative global pressure 

solution modification to the semi-analytical CO2 leakage algorithm [7,36,40] is presented and explored.  This 

work first includes a detailed description of the original semi-analytical leakage algorithm then presents the 

methodology for applying the proposed modification.  Following this is a description of the hypothetical test 

case and a discussion regarding the accuracy and computational efficiency results.  Finally, we conclude with 

suggestions of cases when usage of this modification would be essential. 
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2 Methodology  

A thorough understanding of the existing semi-analytical leakage algorithm’s methodology is needed before 

describing potential modifications.  Therefore, the first part of this section provides a detailed description of 

work presented in [40] and [7]. 

 

2.1 The Estimating Leakage Semi-analytically (ELSA) Algorithm 

Referred to as Estimating Leakage Semi-analytically (ELSA) when used by [31] to estimate the maximum 

probable leakage along abandoned oil wells, this semi-analytical algorithm estimates both brine and CO2 flux 

through permeable caprock locations resulting from GCS.  Permeable caprock locations are conceptualized 

as segments of abandoned wells and represent cylindrical portions of the aquitard layers having non-

negligible permeability values.  These are referred to as ‘passive wells’ and are assumed to be the only 

pathways for fluid flux between aquifer layers.  Users of this model are able to specify the number of 

injection wells (M), passive wells (N), and aquifer/aquitard layers (L), as well as their respective spatial 

locations and hydrogeological parameters when characterizing the domain. 

 

The domain is structured as a stack of aquifer/aquitard layers perforated by injection and passive wells.  

Aquifers are assumed to be horizontally level, homogenous, and isotropic.  Aquitards are assumed to 

impermeable, except where perforated by passive wells.  Injection wells are able to inject into any layer.  

Initially, fluid is not flowing through any of the passive wells because the entire domain is assumed to be 

saturated with brine at hydrostatic pressure.  Additional assumptions made by this model include: 1) 

Aquifers exhibit horizontal flow; 2) Capillary pressure is negligible resulting in a sharp fluid interface; 3) 

CO2 plume thickness at any given location is assumed to be the maximum plume thickness from all sources 

in the aquifer; 4) Pressure response from sources and sinks are superimposed in each aquifer; and 5) the 

injectivity of the formation remains constant.  Several of these processes are important [9,11,13,15,17,22,26] 
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and should be included [6,16,23,39] when model accuracy is more important that efficiency (e.g. during final 

project design). 

 

At the start of injection, aquifer fluid pressures throughout the domain begin to change resulting in pressure 

differentials across aquitards and fluid flux through passive wells.  It is therefore very important to 

understand aquifer fluid pressure response resulting from changes in the mass storage of CO2 and brine.  A 

pressure response function for the injection of CO2 into a brine filled confined aquifer was derived in [33].  

Reference [7] expresses this radial overpressure response, p, at the bottom of a confined aquifer for a single 

well injecting CO2 as: 

 ッ喧 噺 喧 伐 喧待 噺 ッ喧嫗岫貢長 伐 貢頂岻訣茎 (1)  

 

where p0 and p are the initial and resulting fluid pressures at the bottom of the aquifer,  is fluid density, g is 

gravitational acceleration, H is aquifer thickness, and subscripts b and c denote phase types brine and CO2, 

respectively.  In addition, p’ is a dimensionless function defined as: 

  

ッ喧嫗岫鋼岻 噺
菌衿衿
芹衿
衿緊  ど┸                                                                                      鋼 半 閤           伐 なにち ln 磐鋼閤卑 髪 ッ喧嫗岫閤岻┸                                                  閤 伴 鋼 半 に膏     なち 伐 ヂ鋼ちヂに膏 髪 ッ喧嫗岫に膏岻 髪 繋岫月嫗岻┸                                 に膏 伴 鋼 半 に膏伐 なに膏ち ln 磐鋼膏に 卑 髪 ッ喧嫗 磐に膏卑┸                                             に膏 伴 鋼           

 (2)  

  

where, 

鋼 噺 に講茎砿岫な 伐 鯨長追勅鎚岻堅態芸 ゲ 建  (3)  
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 ち 噺 に講岫貢長 伐 貢頂岻訣倦茎態航長芸  (4)  

 

閤 噺 ね┻の講茎砿倦岫な 伐 鯨長追勅鎚岻航長潔勅捗捗芸  (5)  

 

月嫗 噺 月岫鋼岻茎 噺 な膏 伐 な 峭ヂに膏ヂ鋼 伐 な嶌 (6)  

 

繋岫月旺岻 噺 伐膏膏 伐 な 峪h旺 伐 健券岷岫膏 伐 な岻月旺 髪 な峅膏 伐 な 崋 (7)  

 

In Equations (2-7), B is aquitard thickness, h is CO2 plume thickness, h’ is the ratio of CO2 plume thickness 

to aquifer thickness, 鯨長追勅鎚 is the residual saturation of the brine, t is the injection duration, k is the aquifer 

permeability,  is the dynamic viscosity, is the aquifer porosity, Q is the total volumetric well flux, ceff is 

the effective compressibility of the fluid and solid matrix, and r is the radial distance from the CO2 source or 

sink.  Also, F(h’) is an offset term related to the vertical pressure distribution [7] and the mobility ratio is 

defined as  = c/b, where  = kr,/ and kr, is the relative permeability of phase  ( = b for brine or  = 

c for CO2).   

 

ELSA uses Equation (1) to determine the pressure distribution throughout the aquifer, then applies a 

multiphase version of Darcy’s law to determine each flow rate, 芸底珍┸鎮, for each phase   across each confining 

layer l (l=1,2,..,L) for each passive well j (j=1,2,..,N): 

 

芸底珍┸鎮 噺  講堅椎栂態 珍┸鎮 倦追┸底珍┸鎮倦椎栂珍┸鎮航底稽鎮 盤喧珍┸鎮貸怠 伐 貢底訣稽鎮 伐 訣貢底茎鎮貸怠 伐 喧珍┸鎮匪 (8)  
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In Equation (8), 堅椎栂珍┸鎮 is the passive well radius and 倦椎栂珍┸鎮 is the permeability for passive well j (j=1,2,..,N) 

and aquitard layer l. 

 

Equation (1) differs significantly from the solution derived by [42] for single phase flow in that estimated 

pressure responses are non-linear with respect to the injection flow rate.  Also, unlike single phase flow, CO2 

plume locations and thicknesses must be known when determining fluid saturations and relative 

permeabilities found in passive well pathways.  ELSA overcomes these problems by linearizing Equation (1) 

using Green’s functions and applying time stepping to approximate the changing pressure distribution, 

passive well fluxes, and CO2 plume locations and thicknesses over the injection duration.  For each time step, 

the following linear equation is written for each passive well in each aquifer. 

 

喧沈┸鎮 噺 喧待鎮 髪 布 罫沈┸沈栂┸鎮芸沈栂┸鎮暢
沈栂退怠 髪 布 罫沈┸珍┸鎮版芸珍┸鎮 伐 芸珍┸鎮袋怠繁朝

珍退怠 髪 繋岫月陳銚掴嫗 岻岫貢長 伐 貢頂岻訣茎 (9)  

 

where i (i=1,2,..,N) denotes the passive well at which pressure is being solved, l (l=1,2,..,L) denotes aquifer 

layer, and iw (iw=1,2,..,M) and j (j=1,2,..,N) denote the injection and passive well, respectively, whose flux is 

causing pressure change at well i.  Green’s functions are defined by the partial derivatives: 

 

罫沈┸珍┸鎮 噺 項盤ッ喧沈┸鎮匪項芸銚塚直珍┸鎮 (10)  

 

Reference [40] describes the Green’s functions defined by Equation (10) as representations of “the 

sensitivity of the pressure field for a given source or sink”.  These are obtained analytically by calculating the 

partial derivative of Equation (1) with respect to the average flux, 芸銚塚直珍┸鎮, of a given injection or passive 
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well.  For each time step, Green’s function coefficients, Gi,j,l, are evaluated using the previous time step’s 

flow rates.   

 

As shown by the denominator of Equation (3), for each time step, the semi-analytical algorithm presented in 

[40] and [7] estimates the total pressure change from the start of simulation, rather than the incremental 

pressure change over the time step, at well i (i=1,2,..,N) resulting from fluid flux at well j (j=1,2,..,N), by 

multiplying the current time step’s passive well flow rate by a Green’s function constant calculated using the 

average flow rate over all previous time steps.  The CO2 pressure response function from [38] is derived for 

sources or sinks having a constant flow rate.  However, passive well fluxes occur as a response to pressure 

differentials across caprock layers and therefore change over the injection duration.  In response, [36] 

proposed a volume preserving approximation of the convolution integral.  This is implemented by estimating 

the pressure change from each passive well flux as the product of the well’s Green’s function constant and its 

average flow rate: 

 ッ喧沈┸珍┸鎮 噺 罫沈┸珍┸鎮 ゲ 芸銚塚直岫痛岻 珍┸鎮 (11)  

 

Therefore, Equation (9) is rewritten with respect to Qavg: 

  

喧沈┸鎮 噺 喧待鎮 髪 布 罫沈┸沈栂┸鎮芸銚塚直沈栂┸鎮暢
沈栂退怠 髪 布 罫沈┸珍┸鎮 峽芸銚塚直珍┸鎮 伐 芸銚塚直珍┸鎮袋怠峺朝

珍退怠  髪 繋岫月陳銚掴嫗 岻岫貢長 伐 貢頂岻訣茎  (12)  

 

In Equation (12) volumetric flow rate is equal to total fluid mass transferred through passive well segment, 警珍┸鎮岫痛岻, divided by the effective fluid density, 貢勅捗捗, divided by the time, 建.   
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 芸銚塚直珍┸鎮岫痛岻 噺 警珍┸鎮岫痛岻【貢勅捗捗建 (13)  

 

where the subscript eff denotes ‘effective’.  Effective fluid densities are needed in this case because 警珍┸鎮岫痛岻 may 

be composed of both CO2 and brine.  The total fluid mass transferred from the start of injection through the 

current time step between aquifers by a passive well segment is defined as: 

 警珍┸鎮岫痛岻 噺 警珍┸鎮岫痛貸綻痛岻 髪 つ建 ゲ ど┻の 岾芸珍┸鎮岫痛貸綻痛岻 髪 芸珍┸鎮岫痛岻峇 貢勅捗捗 (14)  

 

where 警珍┸鎮岫痛貸綻痛岻 is total fluid mass transferred by the well segment during all previous time steps, つ建 is the 

time step duration, and ど┻の 岾芸珍┸鎮岫痛貸綻痛岻 髪 芸珍┸鎮岫痛岻峇 貢勅捗捗 is the average mass flux over the current time step.  

Substituting Equation (14) into Equation (13) gives: 

 芸銚塚直珍┸鎮岫痛岻 噺 峙警珍┸鎮岫痛貸綻痛岻 髪 ど┻のつ建 岾芸珍┸鎮岫痛貸綻痛岻 髪 芸珍┸鎮岫痛岻峇 貢勅捗捗峩 【貢勅捗捗建 (15)  

 

Subtracting the bottom layer’s average flow rate by the top layer’s average flow rate gives: 

 芸銚塚直珍┸鎮 伐 芸銚塚直珍┸鎮袋怠 噺 潔態盤芸珍┸鎮 伐 芸珍┸鎮袋怠匪 髪  潔怠 (16)  

 

where c1 and c2 are defined as: 

 

潔怠 噺 警珍┸鎮岫痛貸綻痛岻 伐 警珍┸鎮袋怠岫痛貸綻痛岻 髪 ど┻のつ建 岾芸珍┸鎮岫痛貸綻痛岻 伐 芸珍┸鎮袋怠岫痛貸綻痛岻峇 貢勅捗捗貢勅捗捗建  (17)  
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 潔態 噺 ど┻のつ建建  (18)  

 

Finally, substituting Equation (16) into Equation (12) gives the pressure equation for the modified method: 

 

喧沈┸鎮 噺 喧待┸鎮 髪 布 範罫沈┸沈栂┸鎮芸沈栂┸鎮飯暢
沈栂退怠

髪 布 峪潔態罫沈┸珍┸鎮 崕講堅椎栂珍┸鎮態 倦珍┸鎮 倦追┸勅捗捗┸珍┸鎮航勅捗捗稽鎮 盤喧珍┸鎮貸怠 伐 貢長訣稽鎮 伐 訣茎鎮貸怠岫貢長 伐 貢長月沈┸鎮貸怠嫗朝
珍退怠髪 貢頂月沈┸鎮貸怠嫗 岻 伐 喧珍┸鎮匪

伐 講堅椎栂珍┸鎮袋怠態 倦珍┸鎮袋怠 倦追┸勅捗捗┸珍┸鎮袋怠航勅捗捗稽鎮袋怠 盤喧珍┸鎮 伐 貢長訣稽鎮袋怠 伐 訣茎鎮岫貢長 伐 貢長月沈┸鎮嫗 髪 貢頂月沈┸鎮嫗 岻
伐 喧珍┸鎮袋怠匪崗 髪 潔怠罫沈┸珍┸鎮崋 髪 繋岫月陳銚掴嫗 岻岫貢長 伐 貢頂岻訣茎 

(19)  

 

It is now possible to isolate unknown pressure terms pi,l, pj,l-1, pj,l, and pj,l+1.  Equation (19) is written for each 

passive well i (i=1,2,..,N) at the bottom of each aquifer l (l=1,2,..,L) resulting in a linear system of N*L 

equations and unknowns.  Solving this set of linear equations provides fluid pressures, pi,l, at each passive 

well at each layer.   

 

Once pressures are known throughout the domain, Equation (8) is used to explicitly calculate passive well 

segment fluxes for the current time step.  The time step is then advanced and the process is repeated until the 

full simulation duration is reached. Mass storage changes in each layer, Mg,l, may be determined for both 

CO2 ( = c) and brine ( = b) by calculating the product of fluid density, , injection duration, tinj, and the 

sum of average passive well segment flow rates, Qg,avg: 
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 ッ警底┸鎮 噺 貢底建沈津珍 布 芸銚塚直沈栂┸鎮暢

沈栂退怠 髪 貢底建沈津珍 布 峙芸底┸銚塚直珍┸鎮 伐 芸底┸銚塚直珍┸鎮袋怠峩暢袋朝
珍退怠  (20)  

  

2.2 The Iterative Global Pressure Solution (IGPS) Modification 

The number of unknown variables, hence the number of linear equations, is equal to the product of the 

number of passive wells and the number of aquifer layers (N*L).  Domains having large numbers of passive 

wells and/or layers produce very large sets of linear equations and resulting in significantly higher simulation 

run times.  An iterative fixed point [41] approach is proposed here to increase computational efficiency by 

solving the global pressure solution.  In addition, this method is able to solve nonlinear sets of equations, 

therefore eliminating the need to linearize the pressure response equation.  In the following methodology, 

iter denotes iteration index, Qavg and Q are vectors of average and current time step passive well flow rates 

with a size of [N*L], p is a vector of fluid pressures at the bottom of each aquifer at each passive well with a 

size of [N*L], and っ1 and っ2 are sets of parameters and independent variables, other than Q and p, for 

Equation (1) and Equation (8), respectively: 

 禅怠 岩 版 貢頂 ┸ 貢長 ┸ 訣┸ 屈┸ 膏┸ 講┸ 遡┸ 鯨長追勅鎚┸ 慶┸ 建┸ 圭┸ 航長 ┸ 潔勅捗捗繁 (21)  

 禅態 岩 版 講┸ 慶椎栂 ┸ 圭追┸頂 ┸ 圭追┸長 ┸ 圭椎栂┸ 航頂 ┸ 航長 ┸ 遇┸ 貢頂 ┸ 貢長 ┸ 訣┸ 屈繁 (22)  

 

where H, , and k are vectors of aquifer thicknesses, porosities, and permeabilities, respectively, with size 

[L], B is a vector of aquitard thicknesses with size [L+1], r is an array of radial distances with size [M+N] x 

[M+N], and rpw, kpw, kr,c, and kr,b are arrays of passive well radii, permeabilities, and relative permeabilities 

of the CO2 and brine phases, respectively, with size [N] x [L+1].  The following is the procedure for the 

IGPS modification. 
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1. Use the initial assumption that passive well flow rates for the current time step remain constant from the 

previous time step: 

 粂岫建岻岫沈痛勅追退待岻 噺 粂岫建 伐 ッ建岻 (23)  

 

2. Use Equation (13) to determine average passive well flux rates then apply the non-linear Equation (1) to 

calculate the global pressure distribution by superimposing pressure changes from both assumed passive 

well flow rates and known injection well flow rates at each passive well in each aquifer: 

 径岫建岻岫沈痛勅追岻 噺 径盤禅層┸ 粂叩旦巽岫建岻岫沈痛勅追貸怠岻匪 (24)  

 

3. Calculate new passive well flow rates using this new pressure distribution and Equation (8): 

 粂岫建岻岫沈痛勅追岻 噺 粂盤禅匝┸ 径岫建岻岫沈痛勅追岻匪 (25)  

 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the maximum relative error, , between the preceding and current iteration’s 

flow rate becomes smaller than a prescribed error tolerance coefficient, max: 

 

綱 噺 兼欠捲 菌衿芹
衿緊嶐芸怠┸怠岫沈痛勅追袋怠岻 伐 芸怠┸怠岫沈痛勅追岻芸怠┸怠岫沈痛勅追袋怠岻 嶐 ┸ 橋 ┸ 保芸珍┸鎮岫沈痛勅追袋怠岻 伐 芸珍┸鎮岫沈痛勅追岻芸珍┸鎮岫沈痛勅追袋怠岻 保

┸ 橋 ┸ 嶐芸朝┸挑岫沈痛勅追袋怠岻 伐 芸朝┸挑岫沈痛勅追岻芸朝┸挑岫沈痛勅追袋怠岻 嶐 近衿謹
衿襟 判 綱陳銚掴 (26)  

 

As seen in Equation (24), IGPS uses average flux rates when calculating pressure changes.  However, 

because it does not require the linearization of the pressure solution, Equations (9-12) and (14-19) are not 

used in conjunction with IGPS.  Two additional parameters are implemented when applying this 
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modification to ensure time step convergence stability.  First, a maximum passive well flow rate, Qpw,max, is 

specified to dampen artificially high-magnitude pressure differentials calculated from either large time step 

intervals or closely-spaced passive well positions.  Secondly, a relaxation factor, , between preceding and 

current iterative passive well flow rates is specified to reduce the likelihood of divergent oscillations: 

 粂岫沈痛勅追岻 噺 降粂岫沈痛勅追岻 髪 岫な 伐 降岻粂岫沈痛勅追貸怠岻 (27)  

 

This work has found that setting Qpw,max equal to one tenth the volumetric injection rate and  between to 0.1 

and 0.5 has resulted in algorithm stability. 

 

3 Results and Discussion 

CO2 leakage estimation and simulation run times are compared for the original and proposed semi-analytical 

leakage algorithm.  A continuous CO2 injection rate of 50 kg/s is simulated through one injection well (M = 

1) into the lower of two 20 m thick aquifers (L = 2) separated by one 20 m thick aquitard.  All aquifers have 

k = 100 mD,  = 5, 鯨長追勅鎚 = 30%, ceff = 4.6 x 10-10 m2/N, and  = 10%.  The bottom of the lower aquifer is set 

to a depth of 2000 m.  Parameter values for the domain include g = 9.81 m/s2, b = 1000 kg/m3, c = 600 

kg/m3, b = 0.5 mPa s, and c = 0.05 mPa s.  All passive wells have a radius, rpw, equal to 0.2 m. 

 

Sets of linear equations are solved by LU decomposition with partial pivoting using the DGESV solver 

available in the optimized linear algebra package LAPACK [1].  This general solver is needed because the 

matrix characterizing our linear set of equations is non-sparse and non-symmetrical.  A computer having a 

2.4 GHz Intel® Core™ i7 processor with 8 GB of installed memory is used for all simulations.  Multiple 

identical runs are performed to ensure computational run time consistency.   
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Time saving measures (e.g. neglecting far or low mass flux sources) should be included when practically 

implementing this semi-analytical leakage model.  However, these are not used in the following comparisons 

to maintain run time consistency.  In addition, this work makes the assumption that Equation (1) accurately 

estimates pressure changes resulting from a single well injecting CO2 into a confining aquifer and accepts the 

numerical validation presented by [33].  While the modifications presented above alter the implementation of 

the pressure solution, its fundamental form, defined by Equation (1), remains the same.  Also, the upconing 

solution [34] and F’ offset term defined above with Equation (7) are neglected for the purpose of simplifying 

the following analyses.   

 

Figure 1 shows the plan and elevation views of a hypothetical injection domain created for all following 

analyses.  Passive well Cartesian coordinates were uniformly randomly generated to be within a 50 km by 50 

km domain centered with respect to the injection well.  

 

 

Figure 1: (a) Plan view of the domain showing locations of all 700 passive wells. (b) Elevation view of the domain showing 

layer locations and thicknesses. 
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All passive wells permeabilities, kpw, were randomly generated having a 50% chance of being either “intact” 

or “degraded” [31].  Passive well permeabilities were assumed to be 0.1 mD for “intact” passive wells and 

1000 mD for “degraded” passive wells.   

 

The average number of iterations required for time step convergence is dependent upon the values chosen for 

the number of time steps (nts), max and .  Acceptable parameter values of nts, max, and were determined 

through a preliminary convergence analysis then perturbed to investigate effects upon both the number of 

iterations required at each time step and fractional leakage estimation.  The results shown below in Table 1 

were found for the randomly generated domain presented above with 50 passive wells simulated. 

 

Table 1.  Convergence sensitivity relating to parameters nts, max, and .   

max 
Average Iterations Required at Each Time Step Fractional Leakage (/) 

nts = 150 nts = 200 nts = 150 nts = 200 

 = 0.3  = 0.5  = 0.3  = 0.5  = 0.3  = 0.5  = 0.3  = 0.5 

10-6 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 9.418×10-4 9.418×10-4 9.420×10-4 9.420×10-4 

10-7 2.33 2.78 2.00 2.29 9.418×10-4 9.418×10-4 9.420×10-4 9.420×10-4 

10-8 6.01 4.57 5.05 4.11 9.418×10-4 9.418×10-4 9.420×10-4 9.420×10-4 

10-9 9.57 6.42 8.64 6.03 9.418×10-4 9.418×10-4 9.420×10-4 9.420×10-4 

 

On average, few iterations are required for convergence.  Simulations requiring a smaller max value or 

having a lessor specified nts or  value are typically shown to require more iterations for convergence.  A 

greater nts value causes a more finely time discretization and, thus, less adjustment at each time step.  Lower 

values are more stable but result in slower convergence rates.  It is interesting to note that, for the 

parameter ranges chosen, max and did not noticeably affect fractional leakage estimation.  Fractional 

leakage is found to be slightly higher with a greater nts. 
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The randomly generated domain presented above is also used to quantify the accuracy and efficiency of the 

iterative global pressure solution (IGPS) modification.  From convergence testing, values of 150, 10-6, and 

0.3 are chosen for nts, max and , respectively.  The only changing variable is the number of passive wells 

simulated, ranging between 50 and 700 in increments of 50.  Figure 2 shows a comparison of simulation run 

times and fractional leakage at the end of the 50 year injection period versus the number of passive wells for 

the ELSA and ELSA-IGPS algorithms. These results show that there are negligible differences in CO2 

leakage estimation between the ELSA and ELSA-IGPS algorithms while the IGPS modification greatly 

decreases computational expense.  The average observed difference in fractional leakage between the two 

algorithms is infinitesimal while computational cost is reduced by approximately one order of magnitude.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: Comparison of (a) simulation run time and (b) fractional leakage at the end of the 50 year injection period versus 

the number of passive wells between the ELSA and ELSA–IGPS algorithms 

 

Leakage mass estimations are very similar between the two methods because both use the same pressure 

response equation to estimate the pressure distributions throughout the domain.  Simulations run times are 

drastically reduced using the IGPS modification because the problem is solved explicitly within each 

iteration.  In addition, computational efficiency savings increase with the number of passive wells modeled.  
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Figure 3 shows the ratio of simulation run time between the ELSA and ELSA-IGPS algorithms versus the 

number of passive wells included in the domain. 

 

 

Figure 3: Ratio of ELSA to ELSA-IGPS simulation run time versus the number of passive wells  

 

4 Conclusions 

This work has led to an important modification of the semi-analytical CO2 leakage algorithm presented by 

[40].  A fixed point type iterative global pressure solution (IGPS) has been proposed as a method to 

determine the global pressure solution, thereby eliminating the need to solve large linear sets of equations.  

The average number of iterations required for time step convergence was found to be dependent upon the 

values chosen for the number of time steps (nts), prescribed error tolerance coefficient (max), and relaxation 

parameter ().  Values for these parameters were perturbed showing that simulations requiring a smaller max 

value or having a lessor specified nts or  value are typically shown to require more iterations for 

convergence at each timestep.  

 

This IGPS method was found to significantly increase computational efficiency.  The average difference in 

fractional leakage between the two algorithms was found to be very small with the computational cost 

decreasing on average by approximately one order of magnitude.  From the results obtained, the simulation 
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of domains having large quantities of passive wells or aquifer layers would greatly benefit by using the IGPS 

modification.  In addition, this modification would be extremely beneficial when large numbers or 

simulations need to be performed such as in the cases of stochastic analysis or optimization. 
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